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DILLS AND Ra4ISZOWSKI

INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended to provide the instructional
- technologist already possessing some understanding of expert
systems with some insight into two of the many steps involved in
the design and production of such systems: KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
and KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURING (also known as KNOWLEDGE
REPRESENTATION). It is also intended to help technologists to
see how they might fit themselves into the knowledge engineering
(expert systems building) paradigm.

We will begin by examining a generalized model tor the
design and production of an expert system. We will then look in
more detail at the first two steps in this model, knowledge
acquisition and knowledge representation (structuring). The
relationship between the instructional development process anci
the knowledge engineering process will be emphasized. Finally,
characteristics of the ideal knowledge acquisition engineer will
be compared to those of the ideal instructional developer. we
will show that the two processes are very similar, and that a
cross-fertilization of both ideas, techniques and people beLweep
the two fields will prove both possible and profitable.

THE MODEL

The expert systems design and production model of 116:.crest:
to us is shown in Figure 1 (adapted from Martin and Oxman, 1968).
As this figure shows, the first task involved in designing an
expert system is to select an appropriate problem to solve. This
is possibly the hardest of his tasks for the knowledge engineer
to accomplish properly . A great many of the jobs we pertorm
every day as instructional technologists ate currently unsuitehie
for expert system development. For example, any task which is
based upon hard-to-define knowledge, common sense, or intuiLimn
is unsuitable. So is any task in which it is unclear whether.
when completed, the potential user would ever in fact use th(.!
expert system. Many other characteristics must be met by the
ideal task if it is to be suitable (cf.,Martin and Oxman,
1988,p.130).
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FIGURE 1 THE EXPERT SYSTEMS BUILDING MODEL
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DILLS AND RCHISZOWSKI

Once a problem has been selected, the next step is to
obtain the data-base or set of knowledge that is the property of
an expert working with this problem. There are several aspects
to this step, and these will be discussed later in the paper. it

-is sufficient here to note that this step is probably- the -most-
time consuming and expensive step in the design and production
process. It involves locating a suitable expert (called
subject-matter expert, or SME, in instructia,a1 development, and
a domain expert in knowledge engineering), eliciting from the
expert the required knowledge, understandings, judgmental
procedures and hunches, writing this knowledge in a logical and
explicit form, and verifying the correctness of this wIn.tron
structure with the expert (Texas Instruments Teleconference on
Expert Systems, 1987).

The third step of interest to us is that of knowledge
structuring, or knowledge representation. This task involves
converting the acquired and verified knowledge into a structure
the computer can use and which is best designed to enable the
user to employ the resulting computerized system. This step,
also, is composed of several parts. The knowledge must he
structured in such a way that the original relationships among
facts, descriptions, procedures and probability spaces are
maintained. It must also be structured in such a way that it can
be used by the inference engine (that part of the expert system
that makes decisions, inferences, and conducts other reasoning
exercises). It must be structured in such a way that. tha taeinai
aspects of the knowledge structure can be stored in a data base,
and in such a way that efficient and convenient search and
retrieval strategies can keep the inference engine suppliea with
whatever data it needs in order to function properly and rapidly:
and it must be structured in such a way that a user interface can
be constructed to the expert system enabling the user to easi.y
ask answerable questions based upon the acquired expert
knowledge. Many structuring schemes have been develupe. anu
which one is best to use for any given problem is a factor or Lne
knowledge domain, the type of questions to be asked ny
the structure of the inference engine, and the expert Idnguuge -t
shell to be used. The resemblance of this process to
instructional design, media selection and other
knowledge representation aspects to the instructional design
process will be discussed later in this paper ( Martin and Oxman,
1988; Waterman, 1986; Benchimol, Levine and Pomerol, 1987; and
Taylor, 1988).
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DILLS AND ROMISZOWSKI

The rest of the design and production process for expert
systems is much more closely related to the computer programmin,,
profession than to the instructional development protession, and
so in Figure 1 all steps subsequent to knowledge representation
have been lumped into one, prototyping-,- with one exception:
prototype testing. Prototype testing is another step in Lhe
process that should sound familiar to the instructional
developer. It is evaluation, including summative, forwtive at .d
process, and both obtrusive and non-obtrusive, both normative 'Ansi
criterion-referenced, all thrown into a single pot and stirted
well. Again, we will discuss this below.

One other area in which the instructional developer and 1:1
designer of expert systems can help each other is in the design
and testing of the user interface. The user interface is th,:t
part of the computer system that includes the displays shown to
the user, determines what inputs and other responses the
allowed to make, and what responses the computer system can
return to the user. In the case of expert systems, as with yood
CBI systems, the user interface also includes (and is based upon)
a model of the user. In the case of the exert system,
model may be an intelligent system in itself (Systems Group, The
Open University, 1987). A special language interface: xPown e;
natural or quasi-natural language, may be employed, anu thit: is

in itself a kind of artificial intelligence system (Martin and
Oxman, 1988, p.226).

This, then, is the general model of how an expert: system is
designed and produced. It is an overview, and much of imporinnde
has been omitted. But it should be sufficient to show those area::
in which instructional developers can play a part. based upon ;1

similarity between what they normally do and what muse. be done to
produce an expert system. Let us now examine some oi
similarities in more detail, beginning with the problem select?.ou
step.

4



DILLS AND ROMISZOWSKI

PROBLEM SELECTaM FCR EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMilAT

The selection of an appropriate problem for use in design) e9
an expert system is extremely crucial to project success.
However, this is not easily accomplished. Four issues are
involved: identification of the task to be accomplished,
identification of the people involved in producing the s).:,-r-m.
identification of the final objectives and users, and
identification of both required and available resource!,
(Benchimol, Levine and Pomeral, 1987, p. 162).

Usually a general type of problem is easily f,.electod,
terms of either its research value or in terms ot its practical-
value within the organization proposing the project. F'Ajt

problem must be narrowed and defined, and it must be understood
how the project based upon the problem might proceed.
to be solved must be examined in detail in order to produce a
high-level design for the experf system that is going i.r solve
the problem. The refining of the task and the detinitaon
expert system in terms of that task must often occur withiii
vacuum of knowledge about either the problem or the rnilLng
system. This is analogous to the si.uation often faced in
instructional development, in which the front-end, job OL Lasi(

analysis which, eventually, will lead to some instruction ,.)r
simulator design, must be performed before the device being
simulated is yet built. Often, for example within the military
procurement system, the simulator and training system must be
designed long before the weapon system it supports has evtft/ hcsp-

prototyped, so that the two systems, weapons and training, will
reach completion at the same time. The selection ot a problem
for an expert system project and the conceptualization ot its
solution often occur within a similar atmosphere.

One area of critical importance is the selection th-

expert. An expert must be available to provide the knowledge
upon which the expert system is to be based, or no exper
can be produced. The first aspect of this prob1(.m i tfl

determine the level of expertise needed. Not all (in tact, not
most) expert systems are intended to function on the leRdina (-6g w
of a field, performing state- of-the-art work. Most are intended
to aid or replace workers having a low to moderate levei of
expertise, or to help entry-level workers. Some are intended
perform routine aspects of a complicated multi- step prodnre,
or to relieve experts of routine aspects of their work. A

state-of-the-art level of expertise is not needed fol
of task. More expertise is needed on the part of tiw t-xp!'tit th,!,1!

5
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DILLS AND ROKISZOWSKI

is intended to be incorporated into the program, hut a
world-renown expert is not needed to provide the knowioo.lo ---
for advising an entry-level clerk. Further, on thnse projt-t
which top -level expertise is needed, some of the dem;ud to- fly'

expert's time-can be relieved by providing-a lower-level
for use during the initial efforts. Thus, the detorrpan-lt..:n
the type and level of expertise needed is very important. i no..

seems to be no model or theory of how to do this a
time. Some work is being done on defining the nature oi
expertise and of the expert (Hart, 1986). most itr,ir'Af- .(11.

development projects involve the identification of the
subject-matter expertise needed, both in terms' et (1,10.,y
level of expertise represented, as a part of the original ntote r

plan. A theoretical foundation-for doing this within tne
instructional development world has also not been developed, hut.

most instructional developers do this intuitively fairly well.
It should prove to be a fruitful area of theory building for
instructional developers.

The users of the system must be idenLitied at titi Lat,e

and again, instructional developers have a lor.g hIsto,-
dealing with this problem, both successfully and unsuccosiuiiv.
as also have evaluation specialists. Who are the real c:1-n.
for the products resulting from a project, and are they 'no
people who are the clients for the development proce:.:
the same people who are paying for the project? Are they
represented in the design process? Can the project_
they are ignored? Here, again, is an area in which
instructional development and knowledge engineer jug can n"' - -

through the explication of the processes normally used in the
instructional development and evaluation fields.

Instructional developers are familiar with the pLueess of

resource identification as a part of the initial planning
of a project, and the same is true of the knowledge enoineetino

project. Before the problem is finally settled upon, it mn-- +,.

clearly understood what resources are going to be needed, and

from where they are to come. Standard resource allocatlen and
project scheduling techniques are applicable here, Gaut. 'he

peculiarities of the expert system development proc-r,:: nw:. --

kept in mind during their application (Benchimol, Levine aJto

Pomeral, p. 164). More published case studies on ;h15, pht.-

expert system development projects are needed, espc.lly Ln
detail great enough to show how standard processes .!.,

applied, and how they must be modified in order to selvo
expert systems project.

6
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DILLS AND RCHISZOWSKI

KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION -: -HUMAN-RELATION'S- ASPER

Knowledge elicitation and knowledge structuLirc-f.
representation are often considered to be one task by wliLc's oe
expert systems from the computer world. One reason fel-
that they are often performed by the same people, and aeotnol IF
that they are usually performed simultaneously. A thit6
suspect, is that the typical knowledge engineer knows hair. mere

about knowledge representation than about knowledge elie,let,en
at least in a formal or structured sense.

One characteristic shared in common between the
instructional developer and the knowledge enyineel is ihe nood
conserve the expert's time during knowledge elicitation.
least amount of time the knowledge engineer requires of the
expert, the cheaper the project cost will be and tin-' t;I:)t.Pr

project will be completed (Martin and Oxman, 1988, y.434).
However, very little knowledge exists concerning how to mmel,vi
the time required of the expert. The knowledge enoinee
become generally familial with the field before approachJnc,7 tu
expert, through the reading of text books and other matnrials
relating to the project. And he must be a good iisie-e-r.
thinker, and a rapid learner. These are also requitemenie r' .'r

the good instructional developer. However, these are minimRI
requirements for optimization of the expert's Lime. Much mor
work needs to be performed concerning making optimal usao' or Ah-
expert's time.

The knowledge elicitor must also maintain the expert'-
interest in the project, make sure he understands the re,-
to play, make sure he understands the level of knowledge .les:!;e0
and make sure his good will towards the project ante' .,,n.e-
knowledge elicitor is maintained. If a failure in ahy or n::0
things occurs, an accurate diagnosis of the problem 1:t ;:e -e

necessary if the damage is to be repaired. Again, wiLnin Luc
realm of knowledge engineering these aspects of kru,wledrje
elicitation have not been formalized in any theory, and are
usually dismissed after a short discussion summeLie3ne :e-L
importance to project success and then dismissing them by f:;I:vte,7
that they call for the knowledge engineer to exhibit oe-
communications and personal relations skills. While tni!;
certainly true, it is not enough to be of any specliic le

conducting a specific project.
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DILLS AND RONISZOWSKI

Several lines of research conducted in instrueLieedi
development can be of use in dealing with these prohLom
should be extended (both within the instructionat develepmeoi
-field and as applied to the expert system development p.e-e!e-:.
Research on client-consultant interactions, initial diectindL-.
appropriate models, and role changes at difterenL poiht ,n

consulting process, have been conducted, and some etiorts have
-been devoted to teaching students to apply the tlnd,py- gt
research (Butt, 1984; Price, 1984; Coscarelli and 6ten.er,
1984). Further, preliminary wort by Gentry anti Trimi n !,.
formal analysis of communication interfaces tor inttl-A
development projects (Gentry and Trimbly, 1934) eeztv
applicability here. Work in describing and prescri63ng
consultant relationship has also been conclw'ted g

such as medicine and personnel psychology (i.e.. hr.: n 1-

Schein, 1978; and Tilles, 1961). And the milii.try hA.,
been sponsoring research concerned with the study of: elieet.ive
ways in which to utilize SMEs within the instrucl.ional
development process. Again, these studies need to he (pii,w-,;
up, and ways in which the knowledge elioitatiori
similar to and different from the models reseatchod in tht
studies needs to be explicated. The methodolocjiel-:
and app3ying this research are already to be found in i.he
instructional development literature.

KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION: M2THODOLOGIEF

The most commonly-discussed aspect of knowiodoo -

within the knowledge engineering literature is that dc_?ajand
formal approaches to the elicitation of knowledge ncri 1.,ps
expert. Robert Pearson (Pearson, 1988) provides a pcmd
of the most commonly-discussed methods. These are the
interview, the use of probability estimation, machine in.du,:(
and the Repertory Grid. Other methods discussed in
literature include the use of historical rec.:01th,, ohservati,in,
both obtrusive and non- obtrusive, thought .r
studies (Martin and Oxman,1988, p.175).

8
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DILLS AND RCHISZCWSTII

The general methods described in these suur 74s ty- tuY
most part those methods the instructional designe
familiar with and to some extent an expert in. Some exeept.Jne:-
might be the Repertory Grid, machine induction, an0
estimation. Pearson also-discusses-some aspects of -Lhe
structured interview that may not be familiar within
instructional development.

The Repertory Grid is a "tool used by psychologists to
represent a person's view of a problem in terms of elements an.:
constructs" (Hart, 1986, p. 174). The grid is a iwo-dimenslon..
table of characteristics by cases. The charactelitios aLe
bipolar, such as strong and weak. The cases are rated on esee
characteristic on a scale of 1 to 5. Instructioai
have used such matrices in other contexts,- such as wit)1
semantic differential, attitude measurement, and ro
learning theory research. Once such a matrix has been fa''VOi-T
by the expert, it can be analyzed for pattern, eiloyr, tiotsr.
inspection or through more sophisticated methods, snae ia-iol
analysis, cluster analysis, or profile matching (iJor! iur,

Hart, 1986). Further, since the world view ol each experi '-

likely to be different from that of any other expe.1,
profitable to compare the grids of different experts.

Machine induction is a process in which the compot-7
generates generalizations when given spooitic example
training sets) as inputs. Special software, called jn*),
algorithms, has been developed to carry out this provesf7.
Pearson points out (Pearson, 1988), the results ate eoiy
as the examples chosen for inclusion in the LL,:6111nu sot.

The development of a probabilistic knowledcp.
is based upon the assumption that much of an experts
is of a non-exact nature. Thus he is asked the
certainty he attaches to various of his decisions ns ne
recommendations. These are represented within the eye,
as weights attached to other outputs, and attempt to
expert's judgements in these matters (Pearson. iS4:-)

To use these methods of knowledge eijoltation, t h 3 Y:14!=-

engineer clearly needs an in-depth understanding nor ('P'" n'

particular technique being used, but also of statiie and

mathematics in general. Typically instructional oeveiee-,
evaluation experts do not have such an extensive brldkgtoun0 .n
quantitative science. However, through an aperoptLii?

9
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DILLS AND ROMISZUASKI

re-structuring of our current doctoral programs, they ,Iou! 1 6y

provided with such a background. Not only would thir
for performing knowledge elicitation tasks for the develeq-,ii
expert systems, but would allow them to use the
engineering methods within more traditional-insLxnotien%i-
development projects. What is not clear here,
whether a greater increase in quantitative foundations
would discourage many of our best instructional
-students from entering our programs. It may be.thaL the
cognitive style and other personality elements Ihr!,
to a career in instructional development are opposed Le
that would make one an expert in the matheimdi:!Pi - y

knowledge engineering. One good way to settle this matter win,
be to conduct a comparative analysis of appropriate
and style elements between populations of instructional
developers and of knowledge engineers. In any ea:;
some instructional developers will be found who will tit tile
required mold for employing these methods.

KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION: OTHER 1!FTF.c9'

In general, the problem of knowledge
the knowledge engineer is more difficult than that
typical instructional development project (alCrwsi
there are exceptions to this) (Dills, 1988). 'chin stems !Inm
fact that the level and type of knowledge that i_ne exe-!,
must model is usually of a much more complex, mor,2
and a less well defined nature than is the knowleee-
represented by a CBI system or a textbook. A gterltr,,1

exists between the two types of knowledge when the
developer is attempting to mold the student's attitudes,
represent non-verbal behavior for the student to meeel
teach in interactive process through the shaping of h,,.havior

during interactive practice sessions. It is in
knowledge base for these instructional activities that the
instructional developer experiences the greaLest ditt,Yy,''
the standard methods for task analysis and content analysis ;!1-
most likely to fail. And these Lasks are similar i,:

knowledge engineer must face, especially in plo-jee- in wht--
expert system is to exhibit a high level of extyeLtiL-.

10
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DILLS AND RaMISZOWSKI

The expert system must not only incorporate racteei
knowledge, but also must represent procedures. conc.p'.:
principles, and standards. but this is only the beginlny
expert system must reason in such a way as co mimic
along certain dimensions. It must sometimes make jtid,ll. ee,

are only probably true, just as the expert corn tii
must make them as the expert would, in the sense Lira r.
uses the same basis in data the expert would
that the explanation the decision provided Lo ee'

explanatory facility isee below) is one COm3it_n.!
acceptable to the expert. Finally, the judgements made OV
expert system must have (at least) the same pteeeetil, e:

correct as the judgements made by the expert himself.

Further, the expert system usually contain::: J.1.

facility. The Explanation Facility tells the uL;cc, ee-
request, how a particular decision, recommendaeiee ee-

was reached by the expert system. This includes diLlpidy:ny,
reasoning pattern used, the data analyzed, and
utilized. Thus, the expert system must have built irlAo IL
only sufficient knowledge to duplicate the exuert'
(conclusions, recommendations) but must also be able n de
the expert's thought processes and reasoning patL,'.
Oxman, 1988, p.28).

There are projects in which only one expert
may be that the level of expertise required su
expert in the field would do, or that 1ILLie
experts are unimportant at the level of the projeri.
also, that only one expert is available to the 1):,.;
only one expert exists at the level of expertise rec7u!i.f-
Normally, however, more than one, and in some cases
experts are utilized. Sometimes the expezLs are
utilized, as a team. More often, they are used to pceelde
expertise about different aspects of the problem :e ee ee
When they are utilized to different degrees, sometime ee-
central, or main, expert, and the others ate used tc v,:
knowledge base of the main expert, or to supplement it. oth-.:r

times, the main expert is used only attet the of lie, ee,-
laid an appropriate groundwork, thus conserving the mail: oxp!.t
time. In some cases, unfortunately, the main
sometime after the project has begun, and uLher expert.
utilized to replace him.

1111 111 arly TMut.J1
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DILLS AND ROMISZCWSKI

In all of the multiple-expert situations iisteu adov,f,
knowledge elicitation problem is complicated by t1-1,
problems involved in reconciling and validating Lilt: exper ts with
one another. The communications and human telaLicfn L,14,01m::

become much more complicated because of the increased numoer
people involved and the greater chance for emotional ptc,7
develop. One of the best methods currently used in euch
situations, by the way, is the Repertory Grid, (,:-oeciaJiy
coupled with various of the structured interview techniques.

The knowledge base in the philosophy of science.:,
psychology of the human world-view, and the nature of the
scientific method that many instructional developers mnd
evaluation experts possess, is typically not found
professional knowledge engineers. The instructle!e
can make use of this knowledge in trying Lo estahlth
reasoning patterns and paradigmatic aspects or the t ,
understanding. This should enable the instructiehai
more quickly model the more fundamental aspects of the ('"P"7
than would someone lacking this background (see, for exampl,
Davies, 1984; Stahl, 1984). The use of a methodf)loz,,:y
generation of of methodologies, such as that deveiopee Hui,e)ine

and his associates (Hutchinson, 1984) for Lhe
formalizing the use of this foundational knowledge in the

development of new methods for eliciting the deep sll-uctel..
the expert's world-view concerning the problem al hand shf:CU
prove fruitful not only to know. edge engineering and
instructional development, but also to cognitive psychology dud

the philosophy of science.

Software for use in knowledge acquisition is delay
developed. One type of software, just beginniet, to
is the Knowledge Acquisition Facility. This is a Dart n! .ee

software that carries on a dialogue with ti:, 0!,,,
knowledge and procedures from him, and directly
into the data base. Such a system may be specir,":f - .

the system being constructed, or may operate throuoh
interface. The same system may be utilized later io -

expand the expert system as new knowledge is aquirod
knowledge becomes outdated (Martin and Oxman,

A second type of software of use to the knoY;
elicitation process that tracks pieces of kno,01
computer system and other developmental processes as - i

identifies inconsistencies within the databa. w -11

redundancies. One such system, called TRACE, is current!,,, aefsr
development at IntelliSys, an expert system developmr>ei

12
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DILLS AND RCMISZCWSKI

New methods for eliciting -knoWIedge are badly neeoe,I
knowledge engineering. Current methods are tim!,.
costly, and are not guaranteed to properly elicit thf,
knowledge without the intuitive intervention of
knowledge elicitor. As in instructional development 01i
Bass, 1984), much of the knowledge elicitation
knowledge engineering is currently an art form, not . ..r--!!y

and so cannot be automated. Perhaps this will always,.
case, but at least it should be possible to develop bcttpr

--techniques to use when performing the art. Instrootii
developers are in a good position to develop some ft
would certainly benefit in turn from any such n-w Ir. --
might be developed.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

Knowledge in an expert system is structured.
in two parts, which are built and stored eparatt,.11, !!!0 t.

are designed to interact with each other One par! Yl.'r
inference engine, and contains the knowledge !,(t:

to reason. The other part is called the
contains the facts, rules and other types of kuowledo o.,

the inference engine in reasoning.

The knowledge engineer must decide what sLrueLiz:e t ufe
arranging and organizing this information so tlla h-
accessed and utilized by the computer, and ultimately by
user, in the most efficient and effective manner. Tyo

must be answered. The first is how the inference engine
function. The second is how the knowledge is to
within the knowledge base.

Both of these questions must be answered :n
logic of the field in question, and also r;

structures available within the computer.

Several structures for representing
knowledge base have been developed, and are usullly ?

terms of how various aspects of the expert's i:nc.7t,)e-,::-
each other. Special languages have been deveJop,6
the implementation of these structures. dud I
be used in any significantly large project. Thf:y r-etni ,

13
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DILLS AND RCMISZCWSKI

cost for constructing the expert system, but
own restrictions and limitations to the resulting
Therefore, one decision that must be made is which
be used to structure the knowledge. This decisiu,,
simultaneously with the-decision concerning which toott:'
structure to use in representing the knowie000
1985, Chapters 3, 7 and 8; Martin and Oxman, 1113i=,

The instructional developer is not likely to
with the ways in which knowledge can be structuroo w'..
knowledge base. However, he does perform tasi(tJ --

functionally similar. He structures the flow of 1ntor9131 1,
within lesson designs when producing CBI. Tr

the CBI lesson, he structures the knowledge even more (7.a7,.
In doing this, he undoubtedly tries to discover al.

natural structure to the subject matter being laoant., uf,e-

this structure in designing his lessons. He also 1H-T7:-
structure the information according to design heuristIr.,
according to what is known concerning the psvehnJey
In designing a CBI or textbook page, he attempts Lo n:r-
the research on text design, and is therefore arp,..z.,
logical structure to the information. In doing tile:J*,
instructional developer is restricted try the Chl
language, the subject-matter structure, and the needs irld
abilities of the user, much as is the knowledge r:!vi'll!.et.

Four knowledge representation schemes dominte the J:n!,w!.
engineering field, and the instructional developer e.

familiar with these if he is to work with expert evsOnir
are rules, frames, semantic networks and first-oldet
Others are being developed, and eventually may suppi,:n,
One should be aware of these new developments, imt ..

almost all work is performed using one or mote i ;
methods (Martin and Oxman, 1988).

Rules are the most commonly-used form. Knowledge is
represented as a series of logical IF-THEN statemeniz-,, ar!

inference engine calls these rules in a sequence 6etermi d
the subject matter, determines if the 1 statement has he
fulfilled, and if so, carries out the THEN statemeni. The THiki
statement may be to take an action outside the eome .. :-
print out a decision, or to change an internal variahlt-
establish the numerical value of a variable in al'

14
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Frames and semantic networks are similar, and
upon groupings. Semantic networks consist of
connected by lines. When drawn, a diagram leDresent
semantic network looks much like a flow chart ice ,..

instructional development project, or a PERT cn.at..
represent concepts, and the connecting lines
relationships. There is a'hierarchi Ia reidLio[1:;h1 i;"1,

concepts, such that concepts lower in the diagraw
characteristics of concepts higher-in-the-strocturf-!_
of umbrella arrangement exists. If "ship" is a
concept, and it is a characteristic defined into t.h(-

"ships" have "hulls", then, if "aircraft carrier"
lower-level concept, and is connected to the
the "is-one" relationship, the inference engine cg]i
automatically infer that "aircraft carriers" 11,-Ive
(Waterman, 1986).

Frames are similar to semantic networks. IL the !-1,:dt:

considered frames, then the frames indicate r-i
frames. Each frame is a container, and the lines in the
connect the frames, and indicate frame -to -frame relates

The frame itself can be considered a concept. The tie:.:rlher

puts facts, procedures, concept names, desior, .

name of the expert who uses the concept) into the Lrame.
information is stored in slots. Each frame has a LT ---
of slots, or pigeonholes, and each piece of iniormel
or more slots.

Thus each frame is a cluster of related ia-1:;,
cluster itself relates the facts to other clu1,1-,:-
may or may not have an umbrella relationship as 6est.7ihed
for semantic nets (Benchimol, Levine and Pomerol 16:'

Declarative knowledge can be represented by val,
logical structures. Commonly used are propositicnai
predicate calculus, and first-order predicate calulus.
Statements such as "Lassie is a dog" and "Ii
then Lassie is a mammal" would result in the ota:

deciding that "Lassie is a mammal" in these sy:,tr-m.;.
concerning these types ci representations ran he ;ealf-1
Martin and Oxman, chapter 10, or Benchimol, 1

chapters 3,4 and 5.
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Again, most instructional developers do not have
background in symbolic logic, and so will have
schemes. However, this situation could easily he rem,-
short course in the instructional development den2ri.r:,-,
summer- institute -if enough developers-wanted-to wotk t!Y_p!!_

systems. And these schemes are easily learned, so
learn them on their own. It one is to serve as a tront...-,no
expert on an expert system project, one must b..-orno
these schemes through one way or another.

One of the areas in which developors "'-

system field is to develop ways in which tne ineL11.1i
of a field can be easily and quickly deLetwineti,
information can be used in determining how the knovo,21-
represented. Again, the structure of the tield car it
always be deduced from information concerning th, -1

and other world-view features of the expert's klic4lcscit4e
structure. As argued earlier, a formaii7pd mel),1,6 tnf
determining the paradigm of the expert and or
into a knowledge structure could be developed, an6 wt.su;-
useful. Further, most knowledge engineers have n:
this area, and many evaluators and instructional o0.-!1 y-.

The structure of the inference engine must al ::y
determined, and several structures (in this case, prot:-HoLl-
reaching a decision) are in common use. Otten a rePrI!

inference engine is purchased, rather than custom-mArlo
again, its workings must be understood it an approt,
is to be made. Some of the most common intereiic
(Martin and Oxman, 1988, p.64):

backward chaining
forward chaining

-breadth-first search
-depth-first search
heuristic search

-ptohlcm rcouctior.
-pattern !nit,-!!1!)"

k "" t"

These methods of inference will not he (e:-.!115
they are fully discussed in the references. But the
instructional developer must be familiar wiLh
that the proper inference technique can be matches
at hand, and the knowledge base can he reprs?sent
properly fit the inference engine. The knowledge el.-
be familiar with the ways of building an iniore-
knowledge base, since the way the knowledge is 'triwi.!1,
used must be decided as the knowledge is being Ar7! 1
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Typically an expert system is being pLototyped re
structure is being developed, and early deoil-juns
necessary and critical to future expansions. has, !he
instructional developer, if he is to utilize
front-end analysis in knowledge acquisition for expt2EL
development, must become knowledgeable concerning new
knowledge is to be structured and utilized by the comr.:nif-L
system.

Thus the instructional developer Is requited to
knowledge of inference engines and knowledge repres
schemes, and this requires that he develop a known,
and of various inference schemes. Tt does noi_ reo,.
become a computer programmer or a systems engineer.
require that he become familiar with the landuaos ty
in expert system work, but on a conceptual level. in

projects, the programming will he performed by ,..

the developer must communicate with this st)cciaif!, f!

know the restrictions and advantageE, placed upuf
language being used.

TESTING

Not only must the resulting computer program;: 1-

the resulting knowledge structure and inference paLlern:; tmIL.;
also be tested. Further, the usefulness of the
to users,and the need for updated knowledge, must be f.,iyailiated.

These things must not only happen when the systr-m ft
prototyped, but at each step in its evolution, and is
after it has been completed and turned over lo
is clear that instructional developers possess eN(perii rjr-

value here, especially in designing and c onLnc)ing n!-;ef

interviews, evaluating aaing knowledge bases. -Ind vf,,f.:
system-made decisions against the real world.

rill 'plum
vu
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USER INTERFACES

Instructional developers possess knowiedo?
two fields that are related to the design 0C fhe
of expert systems. The first concerns :eleee
`actors work. The design of the interface for uhe wier is
to the design of an interface for a CRT liysLk-!!.
involves a great deal of screen and text design ce:it,1
Further, the functional design of the interface
what the user can ask the system, the type and
gives the system data, and the type of reply he can
Instructional developers already have slandaLd !:

discovering the appropriate forms for such interact.10!!y
of the user's intentions.

A second area in which instructional deveuperL;
contribution to the interface design is LhIcuyi
of cognitive styles. It is known that not all exteavf.
the same manner, and that, further, experts an'i
field think differently. The expert system mm!.i. :

expert does, at least in high-level expert system'!. 1-.

user were an expert himself, and reasoned as the eypez1
probably would not be using the system at all. This
always true, of course, but often if.. is. Thl2ceiore. ,t.

novice or the other user receives an answer o a
asks the Explanation Facility to explain how the an!'1.4:
reached, it would be useful if this answer could it .,

terms of how the real expert would arrive at Lhi:.; et ;we.

(supposedly, this is also the way the compuict
answer), and also in terms of how this answer uoui6
following the reasoning style of the user. In other e,, ,a i;
the expert is a "reasoner by comparisons", and arrived
answer by comparing various factors, this solutloa
explained. The computer could translate this into the oF.ei
style, which might be "reasoning by contrasts", and
chain of inference to the user also, once H. learned tats l+ 1,
style was.

Currently, no such system exists, but by modellivi
student or other user, such a system could be dtei,j-.
attached to almost any independently-developed expeic
Such a system would be particularly useful in 0-a,1:1,1,,
reason according to different styles, or in ustug expor,
as instructional delivery devices. Instructio!!
in primeprime positions to design such a studenL
provider.

18
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SUMMARY

It is argued that instructional devoioors drr:
excellent position to make contributions Lfl tlid 6!
systems development, particula'.ly in the d!(-as
acquisition, knowledge structuring, testing, and deio1:1!,
interfaces.

They must become familiar with the to()is,
approaches used in the field by knowledge enuinool! !fl-:

to make this contribution.

Once they have learned the fundamentals oi
can apply their specialized knowledge and eyr-Pr ,,w,.
practitioners and as researchers. In doing so, L11(-1, ,;H

a new technology to educational use, as well a!-,

knowledge engineer with new tools that he will Lino (1i2Iff,

,
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